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The First Edition… 
Pay Submission 

In This Issue 
Report back on the Oral Evidence given to the PSPRB 

Job Evaluation It was that time of the year again when the PGA 
was invited by the Prison Service Pay Review 
Body to make our submission on your behalf 
arguing what we believed to be a fair pay offer 
for the work we do.  

NOMS did the same and you might be surprised 
with what they said. 

The latest news on the job 
evaluation scheme 2

Professional Matters 
An article by  
Stephen O’Connell 4

FTAs 
What difference  
does it make?  5

The Prison Service Pay Review Body (PSPRB), Chaired 
by Sir Peter Knight CBE, was set up as a compensatory 
measure for our rights to take industrial action being 
removed.  In exchange for the ‘right to strike’ the PSPRB 
would gather evidence from the employer and 
employees and provide independent advice on the 
remuneration of governing governors and operational 
managers, prison officers and support grades in the 
England and Wales Prison Service.  The issues the PGA 
focused on were: Pay, Recruitment and Retention, RHA, 
Operational Pressures and Job Descriptions. 

Annex As… 
You have the power! 7 

What the Papers Say 
We trawl the news 8 
 

Stressed? 
We’re about to 
find out   9 
 

@PGA_Prisons 

Follow us on Twitter and we will keep 
you up-to-date on the activities of the 
National Officers and the NEC.  

Any questions – why not Tweet us? 

Continued on page 2 (They Said, We Said…) 
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The PGA has, since the introduction of JES, been a little bit more than curious with how the job 
description (JD) scores were reached and how the subsequent bandings of Operational Managers 
were decided.  This was brought into sharp focus following a number of recent evaluations, which 
had non-operational managers being scored very high – particularly in comparison to operational 
colleagues.  The PGA has long argued that the failure to fully include the additional work 
Operational Managers do is part of the problem – i.e. duty governor, adjudications and additional 
investigations, for example.  Some reference is made to these in job descriptions but we argue that the 
work is not accurately captured resulting in, the PGA argues, a lower score being awarded and 
consequently a lower banding.  This strong ‘hunch’ has now been given some substance following 
a piece of work commissioned by the PGA where we invited you to meet with us and tell our 
expert what you do.  The expert we used was part of the original team who devised the job 
evaluation scheme adopted by NOMS. He was impressed with the amount of additional work, 
particularly the duty governor role, you undertake on a regular basis which is not captured in the 
JDs.   Following that meeting he rewrote three job descriptions to reflect the work we actually do 
and the evidence is that up to 50% of that work has been left out!  NOMS has promised the PGA, 
on the back of a Failure to Agree, that if we show that there is work not captured in the JDs they 
will re-JES them all.  We think we have done that and look forward to sitting-in on that process.  

Factors 

They said: We said: 

             
Band ? Job Evaluation – What’s Missing? Score 

They Said, We Said… continued from the front page 
What was contained in NOMS submission to the PSPRB and what we said about that 

RHA requires “the incumbent to work in 
excess of their normal conditioned hours to 
meet the operational requirements of the 
establishment and be rostered to carry out 
Duty Governor in addition to their normal 
role.  As such, the allowance is paid to 
compensate for working additional hours and 
unsocial/unpredictable hours, above those 
conditioned to work.” 

The PGA says RHA does not require 
operational managers to work in excess of their 
normal conditioned hours.  PSI 26/2013 states 
that operational managers are required to 
regularly undertake duties in unsociable hours.  
There is no expectation that governors will 
work additional hours for them to get RHA.  
We are ‘all hours worked’ not ‘work all hours’   
NOMS has promised to correct this when they 
give their oral evidence to PSPRB. 

NOMS said that it wanted to ‘incentivise’ 
staff to sign into F&S terms and conditions.  
They would do this by not proposing any pay 
uplift for any grades who remain on the 
current T&Cs. 

We said that in some cases operational 
managers would be paid less, the open pay 
scales were a concern because we did not 
know what we would be paid and this was 
penalising a large number of us unfairly. 
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They said: We said: 

  

NOMS said the retention outlook remains 
strong despite the challenges we are 
currently facing. 

We said there are currently 253 people acting 
up into roles that should be carried out by 
operational managers.  In the South East, we 
have evidence that show some jobs have been 
vacant for three years or more!  Also, in this 
financial year (14-15), three Governing 
Governors have resigned. 

NOMS said although all Trade Union groups 
were disappointed that we are not proposing 
increases other than contractual progression 
to pay in pre-F&S scales, they generally 
understood the rationale.   

We disagreed.  We have continued to argue for 
remuneration commensurate with the work 
we do.  Furthermore, our workload has 
increased.  We did not ask for a 23% increase 
(approximately what we have lost in our take-
home pay in the last 5 years) or the 11% 
ministers are seeking, instead we asked for a 
more reasonable, and affordable, 5% increase.  
We think this equates to about 0.001% of the 
overall NOMS’ budget – but cannot be sure. 

They Said – We Said 
Continued 

Welcome to the PGA Newsletter - What’s with the Title? 

Welcome to the new PGA newsletter.  We hope that you will find it interesting, current and 
informative.  We also want to ensure that it is a newsletter for the membership and, to that end, we 
welcome your comments. 

You will note that this newsletter is called “The First Edition…”  This is a temporary title because 
we would like to give the membership the opportunity to name it.  It is important that we get this 
right and agree a name you are content with.   You may decide that the title “PGA Newsletter” is 
adequate and, if that is the case, that is fine.  You may, however, have some other ideas.  Either 
way, we would like to hear them.  The title needs to be relevant, timeless and befitting of an 
association representing us and the work we do.  Not necessarily an easy task but we look forward 
to considering the suggestions submitted.  This is the first edition of what we hope will be a 
monthly publication enabling you to keep track of what is happening in the vital Service we 
provide - protecting the public. 

Details of how to contact us at that the end of this newsletter: we look forward to hearing from 
you. 
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For prisons to be 
successful the Governor 
must be responsible and 
accountable for all 
business activities inside 
the wall. 

 

 You may ask why I 
would start with this 
proposition. In an increasingly 
fragmented delivery 
landscape Governors and 
their senior management 
teams (our members) are 
managing an ever more 
diverse range of service 
providers and support 
functions. 

The Governor and his/her 
senior team will soon add 
Resettlement Services and 
Facilities Management to a 
growing list of external, 
mostly private sector 
companies, who will deliver 
services via contracts that 
Governors have limited or no 
ownership of. I know 
Governors have been 
managing a similar contracts 
with Education, Health and 
Drugs for some years 
however with the addition of 

Resettlement and FM 
delivery accountability is 
getting more fragmented. 

When we also take account of 
the range of NOMS regional 
services previously under the 
Governors control such as 
Finance, HR and Health & 
Safety as well as Psychology 
and Programmes delivery 
becomes even more 
complicated and challenging.  

Whilst Governors and their 
SMTs have to accept the pace 
and scale of these changes, it 
is clear the role of Governors 
is changing from one of 
control to one of influence. 
This shift affects all the 
Governor grades we 
represent not only those in 
charge. 

 

Much of the new landscape is 
described using the term 
'partnership' where shared 
vision, aims and objectives 
are seen as the key drivers to 
successfully working 
together. In many cases this 
may be enough but not 
always - how we deal with 
the many and varied 
situations where difficult 

contractual issues arise in 
terms of delivery will be a 
challenge particularly when 
many of the support services 
Governors would normally 
control no longer sit within 
their teams. 

Professional Matters 
 
By Stephen O’Connell 
President of the PGA 
 

In my view the challenge we 
face in a fragmented 
delivery landscape is the 
most significant professional 
issue facing the PGA and 
our members. I am clear that 
my role as President is to 
lead on professional matters 
whilst our three National 
Officials deal with the union 
related business.  

I look forward to engaging 
members across the country 
in shaping the professional 
agenda in the coming 
months and I want to thank 
those of you who have 
already offered their 
support. 

 
 
Stephen O’Connell 
PGA President 
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Where this is not possible, and 
after all attempts to resolve 
have been 
made 
without 
success, we 
do have the 
option of 
submitting a 
‘Failure to 
Agree’ (FTA). This is not a 
decision taken lightly and 
would only happen after all 
options to resolve the issues 
have been totally exhausted.  
Once an FTA has been 
submitted the requirement in 
law is that the status quo ante 
prevails – which means no 
changes can be made and that 
whatever process is in place at 
the time of the dispute must 
remain until a decision has 
been reached through ACAS-
facilitated conciliation. 

The PGA recently 
issued two FTAs – the first in 
regards to NOMS not 

providing the PGA with a list 
of operational manager 
vacancies, and the second on 
the proposed changes to the 
Health, Safety and Fire model 
of delivery across the Service.   

We are pleased to say 
that both FTAs have since 
been withdrawn following 
long negotiations, which 
were facilitated by the ACAS.   
The FTAs were withdrawn as 

a result of 
NOMS 
agreeing to 
provide the 
PGA with 
information 
regarding 

operational manager 
vacancies and to assurances 
that no changes would be 
made to the Health and 
Safety & Fire delivery models 
without certain safeguards 
being in place.  This was an 
excellent outcome, which 
came about through a 
determined joint effort and 
commitment.  However, at 
the time of producing this 
newsletter there has been 
some slippage which NOMS 
is in the process of 
addressing and some further 
progress has been made. 

We will keep you posted 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Failures to Agree 

The expectation is 

that NOMS and the 
PGA will work together 
to resolve disputes and 
reach a common 
agreement.   

We would like to hear from 
PGA members throughout 
the estate. 

As referred to in our article 
about Annex As – we do not 
know what is happening in 
every establishment or in all 
area offices where our 
members work unless you 
tell us. 

We will publish letters or 
articles, facts of interest etc, 
subject to the usual rules of 
factual accuracy and editorial 
approval. 

It may not be possible to 
print everything we received 
but the information we do 
get will be kept.  This will 
help us to keep abreast of the 
issues, which can sometimes 
be difficult to do without 
your input. 

So please email us – we look 
forward to hearing from you. 

Send emails to: 

james.bryant01@hmps.gsi.gov.uk 

 

Do you have 
something to say? 
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Secret diary of a 
National Officer 
 

 Terms and 
Conditions Fair and 

Sustainable 
Here is a snapshot of some of the 
meetings and negotiations the PGA 
National Officers and President 
will attend.  Since this is the first 
edition of this newsletter we may 
not capture everything but will get 
better and this is in addition to the 
other tasks such as monitoring 
changes, responding to members’ 
issues and Personal cases. 

The reluctance of NOMS to 
provide us with our terms 
and conditions (T&Cs) has 
been difficult to 
comprehend. 

To Opt in or not to Opt in 
– that is the Question 

The letters have arrived and tell 
you how much you stand to gain 
– or lose – if you opt in to Fair and 
Sustainable.  We have been 
consistently informed that the 
only change you face by opting in 
is a change to your salary.  The 
difficulty we have, of course, is 
that we still do not know what our 
precise Terms and Conditions are 
and in the event of any changes 
made we would either be none the 
wiser or will be seen as having 
signed them away.   In any event, 
the fact that the change means 
going to open pay bands remains 
a concern to all and there is fear 
that this year’s promise of 4% may 
not be repeated once all of us (or 
most of us) have gone across.  
There are other changes as well 
such as the change in conditioned 
hours for those working in 
London and the loss of the 
pension bonus payment for those 
at the top of the pay bands.  
NOMS says, somewhat 
euphemistically, their submission 
to the PSPRB is to ‘incentivise’ 
people to go across.  The best 
incentive would be to award a real 
pay increase without the 
unknown elements. 

You decide. 

The PGA has asked on behalf 
of its members since the 
spectre of privatisation became 
a reality a couple of years ago 
for a complete list of our T&Cs.  

 
Tuesday 4 November 
Meeting with Employee Relations 
to discuss outstanding FTA 
issues.   The law states that we 

are entitled to know our T&Cs 
but, for this purpose, the T&Cs 
we are entitled to know are 
reduced to just the core 
elements. Other T&Cs, those 
that are less clear, are not being 
shared with us.  So, what’s the 
big secret?  Legal advice 
provided to NOMS is that they 
don’t need to share them with 
us, so don’t bother. 

 
Attendance consultation – what 
NOMS want to do to improve 
attendance 
 
Telephone conference with our 
commissioned JES expert 
 
Thursday  6 November 
Monthly Stock Take – Director of 
Public Sector Prisons. 
Meet with Carol Carpenter, 
Director of HR. 
Meeting with Lord Harris – Self-
inflicted deaths 

 While this might be fine 
when everything is working 
well things can soon turn when 
contentious issues start to arise 
such as Control and Restraint 
training, and the use of terms 
such as  ‘custom and practice’ 
to suit a particular situation.    

 
Monday 10 November 
Stephen O’Connell and Dave 
Hoskins give evidence to the 
Justice Select Committee – 
Planning and Policy.  Nick 
Hardwick, HMCIP, also 
attending at the same time 
 
Thursday 13 November 
PGA NEC Meeting at Newbold 
Revel  
 
Wednesday 18 November 
PGA pay negotiations 
 

We continue with the process 
of identifying what we think 
our T&Cs are and will share 
these with NOMS when that 
list is complete.  At that point 
we will then consider the next 
course of action after seeking 
legal advice.  



 

 This is to give us the 
opportunity to highlight any 
risks or issues, which may 
have been overlooked, and to 
ensure that the interests and 
safety of PGA members and 
prisons are factored-in when 
necessary.  It also allows us to 
protect your terms and 
conditions as best we can 
notwithstanding that we don’t 
know what all of them are.  
 Examples of when the 
PGA must be consulted 
includes: the introduction or 
amendments of PSIs, changes 
in staffing structures, changes 
in job descriptions, changes in 
operating procedures, issues 
around health and safety, 
training, and recruitment - to 
name a few. There are a 
number of challenges the PGA 
faces when dealing with 
changes.  One is the volume of 
change, particularly in the 
current climate, but the 
biggest issue is not being 
informed of the proposed 
changes in the first place. The 

requirement to submit an 
Annex A applies to both 
national and local changes. 
You may be surprised to 
hear, therefore, that there are 
only four changes being 
consulted on at the moment!  
So, does that mean that there 
are only four changes or 
deviations from approved 
processes taking place in the 
Service? 
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This is clearly not the case in 
a time when the Service is 
dealing with an 
unprecedented level of 
change. 

In many cases the PGA is 
blind to the changes taking 
place, particularly in prisons, 
as we just do not know about 
them. And, since we do not 
know about them, we cannot 
insist on the application of 
the protections the process 
allows us to.  The four Annex 
As we currently have are 
national – we have none from 
prisons. 

A practical example of where  
we would expect to receive 
an Annex A from a prison 
might include the merging of 
two jobs resulting in the loss, 
temporary or permanent, of 
an operational manager post.  
A JES process is in place, 

which must be adhered to.  
If a change is being 
proposed or implemented 
the person responsible for 
the change must submit an 
Annex A to the PGA. The 
local PGA Representative 
must monitor the activities 
in their establishments or 
headquarters group and let 
the PGA office know if 
changes are happening 
without an Annex A being 
submitted.  

The PGA must 
be consulted on 
any changes 
proposed by 
NOMS. 

Annex A: You have the Power! 

 If you are aware of 
changes that have not been 
formally notified then please 
contact the office or the local 
PGA NEC Representative, 
anonymously if necessary, 
and we will enquire further 
to confirm whether or not an 
Annex A should be 
submitted and respond back 
to you. 

 

Are changes happening 
in your prison or area?  

Give the PGA a call.  

Office No: 0300 047 5781 

 



 

 

News Headlines: A collection of Prison-related stories reported 
around the country 

Prison staff shortages approaching tipping point, says top governor 
Record inmate numbers and rising violence driving prisons towards instability, says president 
of governors association 
http://www.theguardian.com/society/2014/oct/14/prison-staff-shortages-governor 
(14/10/14) 

England and Wales prisons chief warns of ‘terrible toll’ of inmate suicidesNick Hardwick says 
69% rise in self inflicted deaths during 2013-14 provides evidence for rapidly deteriorating safety 
in jails  

Mental health units to be set up inside prisons 
Plans being considered by the Government will see inmates treated in specialist mental health 
units inside prisons in future  
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/crime/11187062/Mental-health-units-to-be-set-up-inside-
prisons.html (26/10/14) 

http://www.theguardian.com/society/2014/oct/21/prisons-uk-chief-hardwick-suicide-
prisoners-safety (21/10/14) 

‘Islamic State-like’ drawings found in cell of prisoner planning escape: Man alleged to have 
created detailed plans to break out of Isle of Wight prison by taking a guard hostage  

More than 200 prison keys lost across Britain: It has cost almost a million pounds to relock 
prisons after keys were misplaces, with half the cost borne by the taxpayer 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/law-and-order/11208657/More-than-200-prison-keys-lost-across-
Britain.html (5/11/14) 

G4S guards ignored deportee Jimmy Mubenga’s cries for help, court hears: Passengers on plane 
at Heathrow heard Mubenga shout ‘I can’t breathe’ as three guards pinned him in his seat, jury 
told 
http://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2014/nov/04/g4s-guards-jimmy-mubenga-court  (5/11/14) 
 

http://www.theguardian.com/society/2014/oct/26/islamic-state-isle-of-wight-prisoner-
hostage (24/10/14) 

 

Note: The hyperlinks will probably need to be copied and pasted into your web browser address bar to work. 
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http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/crime/11187062/Mental-health-units-to-be-set-up-inside-prisons.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/crime/11187062/Mental-health-units-to-be-set-up-inside-prisons.html
http://www.theguardian.com/society/2014/oct/21/prisons-uk-chief-hardwick-suicide-prisoners-safety
http://www.theguardian.com/society/2014/oct/21/prisons-uk-chief-hardwick-suicide-prisoners-safety
http://www.theguardian.com/society/2014/oct/26/islamic-state-isle-of-wight-prisoner-hostage
http://www.theguardian.com/society/2014/oct/26/islamic-state-isle-of-wight-prisoner-hostage
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/law-and-order/11208657/More-than-200-prison-keys-lost-across-Britain.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/law-and-order/11208657/More-than-200-prison-keys-lost-across-Britain.html
http://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2014/nov/04/g4s-guards-jimmy-mubenga-court
http://www.theguardian.com/society/2014/oct/14/prison-staff-shortages-governor
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Stress – Are you one of those hiding it? 

What’s 
in the 
middle 

- You? 

Staff sickness 

Restricted regimes 

Increase in Self-harm 

Less pay 

Increase in Workload 

Increase in Serious Assaults 

Increase in Deaths in Custody 

Increase in Duty Governor shifts 

Increased in adjudications 

Detached duties 

More hours 

HMIP 

PRS 

More investigations 

The PGA has been aware, 
through anecdotal 
information and confirmed 
at our last Conference, that 
many of our colleagues are 
suffering with stress but 
simply too worried about 
reporting it.  There are a 
number of reasons for this 
failure to report, including 
concerns about future career 
progression, bravado – not 
wanting to admit it, setting a 
poor example or simply a 
failure to recognise it.  We 
intend to commission 
independent research into 
this and when we do your 
participation will be very 
important.  

We will let you know in due 
course how this is 
progressing. 

If you are under excessive stress then you should consider the best 
way of addressing this including speaking with your own GP.  
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